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Leerdammer takes Lighter approach this summer  

 

Leerdammer Light has unveiled a new front-of-pack nutritional claim this summer, to better 

demonstrate to both existing and potential consumers how the natural slices measure up to other 

cheeses. 

 

Instead of the previous front-of-pack claim that stated Leerdammer Light contains “38% less fat than 

Leerdammer Original”, the messaging has now been amended to read “50% less fat than cheddar”. 

 

The updated pack claims also offer more serving suggestions, replacing the previous “Great for 

sandwiches” message with “Great for sandwiches, wraps or as a light and tasty snack on its own”. 

 

Leerdammer, the No. 1 brand in the natural sliced cheese segment1, will also be back on the box this 

summer with its ‘Incognito’ creative execution, featuring an end frame highlighting the Leerdammer 

Toastie sku, which earlier this year scooped a highly coveted Product of the Year award in the cheese 

category.  

 

Steve Gregory, Bel UK Marketing Director, says: “We believe that the new “50% less fat than 

cheddar” on-pack claim for Leerdammer Light will make it much more straightforward for shoppers to 

spot the benefits of our product, giving it strong appeal to both existing and new Leerdammer 

consumers. 

 

“It’s been a great year for Leerdammer so far, with 22% growth in the slices category2 thanks to 

winning the Product of the Year award for Toastie in the cheese category. The next burst of TV 

activity is set to drive further trial across the portfolio.” 

 

-Ends- 

                                                           
1
 Leerdammer slices volume - Nielsen YTD 21.06.14 

2
 Leerdammer slices volume - Nielsen YTD 21.06.14 
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Notes to editors: 

 

About Bel UK 

 

Bel UK Ltd is a subsidiary of the Bel Group, the world's leading producer of branded cheese portions. 

 

The company began life in France in 1865. Today, it has a presence in more than 120 countries, 27 

production sites and an annual turnover in excess of £1 billion. The Bel Group produces many of the 

UK's most popular cheese brands, including Mini Babybel®, The Laughing Cow®, Leerdammer®, 

Port Salut® and Boursin®. 
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